AH 001 CAPACITY
NORMAL 18
COVID 8
*LIMITED TO 25 PEOPLE

ARMSTRONG HALL 001
COVID SEATING LAYOUT
6' SOCIAL DISTANCE

DRAWN BY: N. HUETTL  July 2020
ARMSTRONG HALL 003
COVID SEATING LAYOUT
6' SOCIAL DISTANCE

AH 003 CAPACITY
NORMAL 20
COVID 5
*LIMITED TO 25 PEOPLE

DRAWN BY: N. HUETTL
July 2020
TEACHING AREA

TEACHING STATION

AH 004 CAPACITY
NORMAL 73
COVID 30
*LIMITED TO 25 PEOPLE

DRAWN BY: N. HUETTL

ARMSTRONG HALL 004
COVID SEATING LAYOUT
6' SOCIAL DISTANCE
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AH 007 CAPACITY
NORMAL  65
COVID   18
*LIMITED TO 25 PEOPLE

ARMSTRONG HALL 007
COVID SEATING LAYOUT
6' SOCIAL DISTANCE

DRAWN BY: N. HUETTL  July 2020
AH 011 CAPACITY
NORMAL  42
COVID    13
*LIMITED TO 25 PEOPLE

MINNESOTA STATE UNIVERSITY
MANKATO
PLANNING & CONSTRUCTION

ARMSTRONG HALL 011
COVID SEATING LAYOUT
6' SOCIAL DISTANCE

DRAWN BY: N. HUETTL  July 2020
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ARMSTRONG HALL 013
COVID SEATING LAYOUT
6' SOCIAL DISTANCE

AH 013 CAPACITY
NORMAL 49
COVID 18
*LIMITED TO 25 PEOPLE

DRAWN BY: N. HUETTL  July 2020
TEACHING AREA
TEACHING STATION
CAPACITY 10 PEOPLE
2 PER TABLE, OPPOSITE CORNERS

AH 029 CAPACITY
NORMAL 37
COVID 10
*LIMITED TO 25 PEOPLE

ARMSTRONG HALL 029
COVID SEATING LAYOUT
6’ SOCIAL DISTANCE

DRAWN BY: N. HUETTL  July 2020
AH 040 CAPACITY
NORMAL 48
COVID 18
*LIMITED TO 25 PEOPLE
AH 101 CAPACITY
NORMAL  161
COVID    28
*LIMITED TO 25 PEOPLE

ARMSTRONG HALL 101
COVID SEATING LAYOUT
6' SOCIAL DISTANCE

MINNESOTA STATE UNIVERSITY
MANKATO
PLANNING & CONSTRUCTION

DRAWN BY: N. HUETTL  July 2020
ARMSTRONG HALL 102
COVID SEATING LAYOUT
6' SOCIAL DISTANCE

AH 102 CAPACITY
NORMAL 112
COVID 16
*LIMITED TO 25 PEOPLE

DRAWN BY: N. HUETTL
July 2020
AH 122 CAPACITY
NORMAL 20
COVID ??
*LIMITED TO 25 PEOPLE

ARMSTRONG HALL 122
COVID SEATING LAYOUT
6' SOCIAL DISTANCE

DRAWN BY: N. HUETTL
July 2020
AH 123 CAPACITY
NORMAL 42
COVID 11
*LIMITED TO 25 PEOPLE

ARMSTRONG HALL 123
COVID SEATING LAYOUT
6' SOCIAL DISTANCE

DRAWN BY: N. HUETTL  July 2020
ARMSTRONG HALL 203
COVID SEATING LAYOUT
6' SOCIAL DISTANCE

AH 203 CAPACITY
NORMAL 27
COVID 14
*LIMITED TO 25 PEOPLE
ARMSTRONG HALL 204
COVID SEATING LAYOUT
6' SOCIAL DISTANCE

AH 204 CAPACITY
NORMAL 27
COVID 15
*LIMITED TO 25 PEOPLE

DRAWN BY:  N. HUETTL  July 2020
ARMSTRONG HALL 205
COVID SEATING LAYOUT
6' SOCIAL DISTANCE

AH 205 CAPACITY
NORMAL 40
COVID 12
*LIMITED TO 25 PEOPLE

DRAWN BY: N. HUETTL
July 2020
ARMSTRONG HALL 208
COVID SEATING LAYOUT
6' SOCIAL DISTANCE

AH 208 CAPACITY
NORMAL  32
COVID   12
*LIMITED TO 25 PEOPLE

DRAWN BY:  N. HUETTL    July 2020

SCALE: 0' 8' FEET
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AH 209 CAPACITY
NORMAL  36
COVID    12
*LIMITED TO 25 PEOPLE

ARMSTRONG HALL 209
COVID SEATING LAYOUT
6' SOCIAL DISTANCE

DRAWN BY: N. HUETTL  July 2020
ARMSTRONG HALL 213
COVID SEATING LAYOUT
6' SOCIAL DISTANCE

AH 213 CAPACITY
NORMAL 55
COVID 21
*LIMITED TO 25 PEOPLE

DRAWN BY: N. HUETTL
July 2020
AH 215 CAPACITY
NORMAL 38
COVID 14
*LIMITED TO 25 PEOPLE

ARMSTRONG HALL 215
COVID SEATING LAYOUT
6' SOCIAL DISTANCE

DRAWN BY: N. HUETTL
July 2020
ARMSTRONG HALL 216
COVID SEATING LAYOUT
6' SOCIAL DISTANCE

AH 216 CAPACITY
NORMAL  40
COVID    12
*LIMITED TO 25 PEOPLE

DRAWN BY: N. HUETTL  July 2020
210

214

WOMEN

237

238

AH 217 CAPACITY
NORMAL 33
COVID 10
*LIMITED TO 25 PEOPLE

TEACHING STATION

6' SOCIAL DISTANCE

DRAWN BY: N. HUETTL

ARMSTRONG HALL 217
COVID SEATING LAYOUT
6' SOCIAL DISTANCE

MINNESOTA STATE UNIVERSITY
MANKATO
PLANNING & CONSTRUCTION

SCALE

0 8' FEET
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July 2020
ARMSTRONG HALL 219
COVID SEATING LAYOUT
6' SOCIAL DISTANCE

AH 219 CAPACITY
NORMAL 33
COVID 10
*LIMITED TO 25 PEOPLE

DRAWN BY: N. HUETTL
July 2020
ARMSTRONG HALL 220
COVID SEATING LAYOUT
6' SOCIAL DISTANCE

AH 220 CAPACITY
NORMAL 40
COVID 12
*LIMITED TO 25 PEOPLE

DRAWN BY: N. HUETTL
July 2020
TEACHING STATION
TEACHING AREA

AH 222 CAPACITY
NORMAL 50
COVID 20
*LIMITED TO 25 PEOPLE

DRAWN BY: N. HUETTL

ARMSTRONG HALL 222
COVID SEATING LAYOUT
6' SOCIAL DISTANCE

SCALE
FEET

0 8'
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ARMSTRONG HALL 223A
COVID SEATING LAYOUT
6' SOCIAL DISTANCE

AH 223A CAPACITY
NORMAL 14
COVID 7
*LIMITED TO 25 PEOPLE

DRAWN BY: N. HUETTL July 2020
AH 223B CAPACITY
NORMAL  27
COVID    6
*LIMITED TO 25 PEOPLE

ARMSTRONG HALL 223B
COVID SEATING LAYOUT
6' SOCIAL DISTANCE

DRAWN BY: N. HUETTL
July 2020
AH 225 CAPACITY
NORMAL  30
COVID  12
*LIMITED TO 25 PEOPLE

ARMSTRONG HALL 225
COVID SEATING LAYOUT
6' SOCIAL DISTANCE

DRAWN BY: N. HUETTL  July 2020
ARMSTRONG HALL 233
COVID SEATING LAYOUT
6’ SOCIAL DISTANCE

AH 233 CAPACITY
NORMAL  42
COVID  17
*LIMITED TO 25 PEOPLE

DRAWN BY: N. HUETTL  July 2020
AH 234 CAPACITY
NORMAL 33
COVID 10
*LIMITED TO 25 PEOPLE

ARMSTRONG HALL 234
COVID SEATING LAYOUT
6' SOCIAL DISTANCE

DRAWN BY: N. HUETTL
July 2020
ARMSTRONG HALL 302
COVID SEATING LAYOUT
6' SOCIAL DISTANCE

AH 302 CAPACITY
NORMAL 33
COVID 10
*LIMITED TO 25 PEOPLE

DRAWN BY: N. HUETTL  July 2020
TEACHING STATION
TEACHING AREA

ARMSTRONG HALL 304
COVID SEATING LAYOUT
6' SOCIAL DISTANCE

AH 304 CAPACITY
NORMAL  43
COVID    17
*LIMITED TO 25 PEOPLE

DRAWN BY: N. HUETTL
July 2020
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ARMSTRONG HALL 305
COVID SEATING LAYOUT
6' SOCIAL DISTANCE

AH 305 CAPACITY
NORMAL  48
COVID   20
*LIMITED TO 25 PEOPLE

DRAWN BY: N. HUETTL  July 2020
TEACHING STATION

AH 306 CAPACITY
NORMAL 58
COVID 15
*LIMITED TO 25 PEOPLE

6’ SOCIAL DISTANCE

DRAWN BY: N. HUETTL July 2020
ARMSTRONG HALL 308
COVID SEATING LAYOUT
6' SOCIAL DISTANCE

AH 308 CAPACITY
NORMAL  42
COVID    15
*LIMITED TO 25 PEOPLE

TEACHING STATION
TEACHING AREA

DRAWN BY: N. HUETTL
July 2020

PLANNING & CONSTRUCTION
ARMSTRONG HALL 309
COVID SEATING LAYOUT
6' SOCIAL DISTANCE

AH 309 CAPACITY
NORMAL  40
COVID    12
*LIMITED TO 25 PEOPLE
ARMSTRONG HALL 310
COVID SEATING LAYOUT
6' SOCIAL DISTANCE

AH 310 CAPACITY
NORMAL 32
COVID 10
*LIMITED TO 25 PEOPLE

DRAWN BY: N. HUETTL
July 2020
ARMSTRONG HALL 314
COVID SEATING LAYOUT
6' SOCIAL DISTANCE

AH 314 CAPACITY
NORMAL  40
COVID  12
*LIMITED TO 25 PEOPLE

DRAWN BY:  N. HUETTL  July 2020
ARMSTRONG HALL 315
COVID SEATING LAYOUT
6' SOCIAL DISTANCE

AH 315 CAPACITY
NORMAL 34
COVID 11
*LIMITED TO 25 PEOPLE

DRAWN BY: N. HUETTL  July 2020
ARMSTRONG HALL 319
COVID SEATING LAYOUT
6' SOCIAL DISTANCE

AH 319 CAPACITY
NORMAL 33
COVID 10
*LIMITED TO 25 PEOPLE

DRAWN BY: N. HUETTL
July 2020
TEACHING STATION

AH 321 CAPACITY
NORMAL 30
COVID 9
*LIMITED TO 25 PEOPLE

DRAWN BY: N. HUETTL

ARMSTRONG HALL 321
COVID SEATING LAYOUT
6' SOCIAL DISTANCE
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ARMSTRONG HALL 322
COVID SEATING LAYOUT
6' SOCIAL DISTANCE

AH 322 CAPACITY
NORMAL 35
COVID 12
*LIMITED TO 25 PEOPLE

DRAWN BY: N. HUETTL
July 2020
ARMSTRONG HALL 323
COVID SEATING LAYOUT
6' SOCIAL DISTANCE

AH 323 CAPACITY
NORMAL 58
COVID 16
*LIMITED TO 25 PEOPLE

DRAWN BY: N. HUETTL
July 2020
ARMSTRONG HALL 326
COVID SEATING LAYOUT
6' SOCIAL DISTANCE

AH 326 CAPACITY
NORMAL 25
COVID 7
*LIMITED TO 25 PEOPLE

DRAWN BY: N. HUETTL  July 2020
TEACHING STATION

TEACHING AREA

AH 327 CAPACITY
NORMAL 26
COVID 8
*LIMITED TO 25 PEOPLE

DRAWN BY: N. HUETTL
ARMSTRONG HALL 327
COVID SEATING LAYOUT
6' SOCIAL DISTANCE

SCALE
0 8'
FEET

MINNESOTA STATE UNIVERSITY
MANKATO
PLANNING & CONSTRUCTION

ARMSTRONG HALL 327
COVID SEATING LAYOUT
6' SOCIAL DISTANCE

DRAWN BY: N. HUETTL
July 2020
ARMSTRONG HALL 330
COVID SEATING LAYOUT
6' SOCIAL DISTANCE

AH 330 CAPACITY
NORMAL 43
COVID 12
*LIMITED TO 25 PEOPLE

DRAWN BY: N. HUETTL  July 2020
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ARMSTRONG HALL 331
COVID SEATING LAYOUT
6' SOCIAL DISTANCE

AH 331 CAPACITY
NORMAL  30
COVID    12
*LIMITED TO 25 PEOPLE

DRAWN BY: N. HUETTL
July 2020
ARMSTRONG HALL 332
COVID SEATING LAYOUT
6' SOCIAL DISTANCE

AH 332 CAPACITY
NORMAL 30
COVID 10
*LIMITED TO 25 PEOPLE

DRAWN BY: N. HUETTL
July 2020
ARMSTRONG HALL 333
COVID SEATING LAYOUT
6' SOCIAL DISTANCE

AH 333 CAPACITY
NORMAL  30
COVID    8
*LIMITED TO 25 PEOPLE

DRAWN BY: N. HUETTL  July 2020
ARMSTRONG HALL 334
COVID SEATING LAYOUT
6' SOCIAL DISTANCE

AH 334 CAPACITY
NORMAL 33
COVID 10
*LIMITED TO 25 PEOPLE

DRAWN BY: N. HUETTL
July 2020
CSB 112 CAPACITY
NORMAL  80
COVID   21
*LIMITED TO 25 PEOPLE

CLINICAL SCIENCES BUILDING 112
COVID SEATING LAYOUT
6' SOCIAL DISTANCE

DRAWN BY: N. HUETTL  July 2020
CSB 212 CAPACITY
NORMAL  60
COVID    20
*LIMITED TO 25 PEOPLE

CLINICAL SCIENCES BUILDING 212
COVID SEATING LAYOUT
6' SOCIAL DISTANCE

DRAWN BY:  N. HUETTL  July 2020
PEN TO BELOW

CSB 214 CAPACITY
NORMAL 30
COVID 9
*LIMITED TO 25 PEOPLE

CLINICAL SCIENCES BUILDING 214
COVID SEATING LAYOUT
6' SOCIAL DISTANCE

DRAWN BY: N. HUETTL  July 2020
TEACHING STATION
CSB 215 CAPACITY (1)
NORMAL 25
COVID 9
*LIMITED TO 25 PEOPLE

DRAWN BY: N. HUETTL

CLINICAL SCIENCES BUILDING 215
COVID SEATING LAYOUT
6' SOCIAL DISTANCE

SCALE
0
8'

FEET

MINNESOTA STATE UNIVERSITY
MANKATO
PLANNING & CONSTRUCTION
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DRAWN BY: N. HUETTL
July 2020
CSB 215 CAPACITY (2)
NORMAL  25
COVID    7
*LIMITED TO 25 PEOPLE

CLINICAL SCIENCES BUILDING 215
COVID SEATING LAYOUT
6' SOCIAL DISTANCE

DRAWN BY: N. HUETTL  July 2020
OPEN TO TEACHING STATION

TEACHING AREA

CSB 250 CAPACITY
NORMAL 20
COVID 8
*LIMITED TO 25 PEOPLE

N. HUETTL

CLINICAL SCIENCES BUILDING 250
COVID SEATING LAYOUT
6' SOCIAL DISTANCE

DRAWN BY: N. HUETTL

July 2020
OPEN TO BELOW

CSB 312 CAPACITY
NORMAL 30
COVID 12
*LIMITED TO 25 PEOPLE

CLINICAL SCIENCES BUILDING 312
COVID SEATING LAYOUT
6' SOCIAL DISTANCE

DRAWN BY: N. HUETTL    July 2020
CSB 350 CAPACITY
NORMAL  30
COVID    15
*LIMITED TO 25 PEOPLE

CLINICAL SCIENCES BUILDING 350
COVID SEATING LAYOUT
6' SOCIAL DISTANCE

DRAWN BY: N. HUETTL  July 2020
Clinical Sciences Building 351

COVID Seating Layout

6' Social Distance

CSB 351 Capacity

Normal: 60
COVID: 24
*Limited to 25 People

Drawn by: N. Huettl

July 2020

Planning & Construction
FH 216 CAPACITY
NORMAL  48
COVID   16
*LIMITED TO 25 PEOPLE
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HC 1700A CAPACITY
NORMAL 38
COVID 14
*LIMITED TO 25 PEOPLE

HIGHLAND CENTER 1700A
COVID SEATING LAYOUT
6' SOCIAL DISTANCE
HC 1700B CAPACITY
NORMAL 32
COVID 12
*LIMITED TO 25 PEOPLE

6' SOCIAL DISTANCE

HIGHLAND CENTER 1700B
COVID SEATING LAYOUT

DRAWN BY: N. HUETTL
July 2020
HC 1905 CAPACITY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Seating Distance</th>
<th>Capacity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>xx</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COVID (6')</td>
<td>40*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COVID (8')</td>
<td>30*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COVID (10')</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*LIMITED TO 25 PEOPLE

DRAWN BY: N. HUETTL
July 2020
HN 225 CAPACITY
NORMAL  xx
COVID (6')  49*
COVID (8')  25
COVID (10')  16
*LIMITED TO 25 PEOPLE

UPPER

HIGHLAND NORTH 225
COVID SEATING LAYOUT
6' SOCIAL DISTANCE

DRAWN BY: N. HUETTL  July 2020
Upper

HN 225 Capacity
Normal xx
COVID (6') 49*
COVID (8') 25
COVID (10') 16
*Limited to 25 people
HN 225 CAPACITY
NORMAL xx
COVID (6') 49*
COVID (8') 25
COVID (10') 16
*LIMITED TO 25 PEOPLE

HIGHLAND NORTH 225
COVID SEATING LAYOUT
10' SOCIAL DISTANCE

DRAWN BY: N. HUETTL July 2020
ML 0047 CAPACITY
NORMAL 40
COVID 21
*LIMITED TO 25 PEOPLE

MEMORIAL LIBRARY 0047
COVID SEATING LAYOUT
6' SOCIAL DISTANCE

DRAWN BY: N. HUETTL  July 2020
NOTE: CAPACITY CAN BE INCREASED TO 19 IF THE DOUBLE TABLES CAN BE SEPARATED BY 1'
ML 0089 CAPACITY
NORMAL  xx
COVID    15
*LIMITED TO 25 PEOPLE

MEMORIAL LIBRARY 0089
COVID SEATING LAYOUT
6' SOCIAL DISTANCE

DRAWN BY: N. HUETTL  July 2020
ML 0109 CAPACITY
NORMAL  50
COVID    20
*LIMITED TO 25 PEOPLE

MEMORIAL LIBRARY 0109
COVID SEATING LAYOUT
6' SOCIAL DISTANCE

DRAWN BY:  N. HUETTL    July 2020
ML 0101A CAPACITY
NORMAL  32
COVID    8
*LIMITED TO 25 PEOPLE

DRAWN BY:  N. HUETTL
July 2020
TEACHING STATION

TEACHING AREA

ML 0101B CAPACITY
NORMAL 24
COVID 6
*LIMITED TO 25 PEOPLE

DRAWN BY: N. HUETTL

C: \Users\rp4309pc\MNSCU\Planning And Construction - Projects\Campus\2020 COVID Spaces\ML COVID Seating.dwg, 7/17/2020 3:11 PM
TEACHING STATION

MORRIS HALL 013
COVID SEATING LAYOUT
6' SOCIAL DISTANCE

MH 013 CAPACITY
NORMAL 35
COVID 7
*LIMITED TO 25 PEOPLE

TEACHING AREA

DRAWN BY: N. HUETTL
PLANNING & CONSTRUCTION
C:\Users\rp4309pc\MNSCU\Planning And Construction - Projects\Campus\2020 COVID Spaces\MH COVID Seating.dwg, 7/17/2020 3:11 PM
MH 102 CAPACITY
NORMAL 83
COVID 23
*LIMITED TO 25 PEOPLE

DRAWN BY: N. HUETTL

MORRIS HALL 102
COVID SEATING LAYOUT
6' SOCIAL DISTANCE
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MH 103 CAPACITY
NORMAL 88
COVID 22
*LIMITED TO 25 PEOPLE

MORRIS HALL 103
COVID SEATING LAYOUT
6' SOCIAL DISTANCE

DRAWN BY: N. HUETTL
July 2020

SCALE 10'
FEET
MH 112 CAPACITY
NORMAL: 36
COVID: 9
*LIMITED TO 25 PEOPLE

MORRIS HALL 112
COVID SEATING LAYOUT
6' SOCIAL DISTANCE

DRAWN BY: N. HUETTL
July 2020
ROOM LAYOUT WILL NEED TO BE ADJUSTED AS SHOWN TO ACHIEVE NOTED CAPACITY

MH 208 CAPACITY
NORMAL 32
COVID 16
*LIMITED TO 25 PEOPLE

MORRIS HALL 208
COVID SEATING LAYOUT
6' SOCIAL DISTANCE
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MORRIS HALL 210  
COVID SEATING LAYOUT  
6' SOCIAL DISTANCE

MH 210 CAPACITY (2)  
NORMAL: 36  
COVID: 24  
*LIMITED TO 25 PEOPLE

DRAWN BY: N. HUETTL  
July 2020

SCALE  
0 8'

FEET
TEACHING STATION

MH 211 CAPACITY
NORMAL 30
COVID 11
*LIMITED TO 25 PEOPLE

DRAWN BY: N. HUETTL

MORRIS HALL 211
COVID SEATING LAYOUT
6' SOCIAL DISTANCE

PLANNING & CONSTRUCTION

MINNESOTA STATE UNIVERSITY
MANKATO

SCALE
0 8'
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DRAWn BY: N. HUETTL
July 2020
MORRIS HALL 212
COVID SEATING LAYOUT
6' SOCIAL DISTANCE

MH 212 CAPACITY
NORMAL  27
COVID  14
*LIMITED TO 25 PEOPLE

DRAWN BY: N. HUETTL  July 2020
MH 213 CAPACITY
NORMAL 65
COVID 24
*LIMITED TO 25 PEOPLE

MORRIS HALL 213
COVID SEATING LAYOUT
6' SOCIAL DISTANCE

DRAWN BY: N. HUETTL
July 2020
TEACHING STATION
TEACHING AREA
NLvl 15.3m (50 ft)

NH 003 CAPACITY
NORMAL 60
COVID 17
*LIMITED TO 25 PEOPLE

DRAWN BY: N. HUETTL
July 2020

MINNESOTA STATE UNIVERSITY
MANKATO
PLANNING & CONSTRUCTION

NLSON HALL 003
COVID SEATING LAYOUT
6' SOCIAL DISTANCE

PLANNING & CONSTRUCTION
PH 102 CAPACITY
NORMAL     xx
COVID (6')  36*
COVID (8')  16
COVID (10') 9
*LIMITED TO 25 PEOPLE

PENNINGTON HALL 102
COVID SEATING LAYOUT
6' SOCIAL DISTANCE

DRAWN BY: N. HUETTL  July 2020
PH 102 CAPACITY
NORMAL xx
COVID (6') 36*
COVID (8') 16
COVID (10') 9
*LIMITED TO 25 PEOPLE
PH 102 CAPACITY
NORMAL xx
COVID (6’) 36*
COVID (8’) 16
COVID (10’) 9
*LIMITED TO 25 PEOPLE
PH 104 CAPACITY

- NORMAL xx
- COVID (6') 42*
- COVID (8') 20
- COVID (10') 12

*LIMITED TO 25 PEOPLE

DRAWN BY: N. HUETTL

PLANNING & CONSTRUCTION

PENNINGTON HALL 104
COVID SEATING LAYOUT
6' SOCIAL DISTANCE
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PH 110 CAPACITY
NORMAL  38
COVID   15
*LIMITED TO 25 PEOPLE

DRAWN BY:  N. HUETTL
PENNINGTON HALL 110
COVID SEATING LAYOUT
6' SOCIAL DISTANCE
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Observation PH 118

PH 112 CAPACITY
NORMAL 36
COVID 14
*LIMITED TO 25 PEOPLE

PH 110
PH 101
PH 112
PH 114

PHENNINGTON HALL 112
COVID SEATING LAYOUT
6' SOCIAL DISTANCE

DRAWN BY: N. HUETTL  July 2020
Observation

PH 110
PH 111
PH 112
PH 113
PH 114
PH 116
PH 118
PH 101
PH 101
PH 101

PH 114 CAPACITY
NORMAL 36
COVID 14
*LIMITED TO 25 PEOPLE

DRAWN BY: N. HUETTL

PENNINGTON HALL 114
COVID SEATING LAYOUT
6' SOCIAL DISTANCE

SCALE 0 8'
FEET
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Mechanical PH 108

PH 111

MRR

PH 113

WRR

PH 116

TEACHING STATION

TEACHING AREA

PH 116 CAPACITY
NORMAL 38
COVID 14
*LIMITED TO 25 PEOPLE

DRAWN BY: N. HUETTL
PENNINGTON HALL 116
COVID SEATING LAYOUT
6' SOCIAL DISTANCE

MINNESOTA STATE UNIVERSITY
MANKATO
PLANNING & CONSTRUCTION

PENNINGTON HALL 116
COVID SEATING LAYOUT
6' SOCIAL DISTANCE
DRAWN BY: N. HUETTL
July 2020
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**PA 101 CAPACITY**

NORMAL 32
COVID 9
*LIMITED TO 25 PEOPLE*

**PERFORMING ARTS 101**
COVID SEATING LAYOUT
6' SOCIAL DISTANCE

DRAWN BY: N. HUETTL  July 2020
PA 104 CAPACITY
NORMAL 33
COVID 12
*LIMITED TO 25 PEOPLE

PERFORMING ARTS 104
COVID SEATING LAYOUT
6' SOCIAL DISTANCE

DRAWN BY: N. HUETTL    July 2020
PA 105 CAPACITY
NORMAL  30
COVID  8
*LIMITED TO 25 PEOPLE

PERFORMING ARTS 105
COVID SEATING LAYOUT
6' SOCIAL DISTANCE

DRAWN BY: N. HUETTL  July 2020
PA 106 CAPACITY
NORMAL 35
COVID 12
*LIMITED TO 25 PEOPLE

PERFORMING ARTS 106
COVID SEATING LAYOUT
6' SOCIAL DISTANCE

DRAWN BY: N. HUETTL  July 2020
PERFORMING ARTS 246
COVID SEATING LAYOUT
6' SOCIAL DISTANCE

PA 246 CAPACITY
NORMAL 458
COVID 67*
*LIMITED TO 25 PEOPLE

DRAWN BY: N. HUETTL
July 2020

SCALE
FEET
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PA 250 CAPACITY
NORMAL 350
COVID 56*
*LIMITED TO 25 PEOPLE

PERFORMING ARTS 250
COVID SEATING LAYOUT
6' SOCIAL DISTANCE

DRAWN BY: N. HUETTL
July 2020
PK 126 CAPACITY
NORMAL 80
COVID 32*
*LIMITED TO 25 PEOPLE

PRESKA 126
COVID SEATING LAYOUT
6' SOCIAL DISTANCE

DRAWN BY: N. HUETTL
July 2020
TAYLOR CENTER 080
COVID SEATING LAYOUT
6' SOCIAL DISTANCE

TC 080 CAPACITY
NORMAL 135
COVID 56*
*LIMITED TO 25 PEOPLE

DRAWN BY: N. HUETTL
July 2020

MINNESOTA STATE UNIVERSITY
PLANNING & CONSTRUCTION
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TC 082 CAPACITY
NORMAL 48
COVID 24
*LIMITED TO 25 PEOPLE

TAYLOR CENTER 082
COVID SEATING LAYOUT
6' SOCIAL DISTANCE

DRAWN BY: N. HUETTL
July 2020
TRAFTON CENTER C100 COVID SEATING LAYOUT
6' SOCIAL DISTANCE

TRC C100 CAPACITY
NORMAL 40
COVID 13
*LIMITED TO 25 PEOPLE

DRAWN BY: N. HUETTL
July 2020
TRAFTON CENTER C106
COVID SEATING LAYOUT
6' SOCIAL DISTANCE

NOTE
IF ROOM IS DIVIDED, CAPACITY IS 9 PER ROOM

TRC 106 CAPACITY
NORMAL  37
COVID  18
*LIMITED TO 25 PEOPLE

DRAWN BY:  N. HUETTL  July 2020
NOTE
ONE PERSON PER LAB ROOM (108A - 108I)

TRAFTON CENTER C108
COVID SEATING LAYOUT
6' SOCIAL DISTANCE

DRAWN BY: N. HUETTL  July 2020
TRAFTON CENTER C121
COVID SEATING LAYOUT
6' SOCIAL DISTANCE

TRC 121 CAPACITY
NORMAL 339
COVID 56*
*LIMITED TO 25 PEOPLE

DRAWN BY: N. HUETTL
July 2020
TRAFTON CENTER C122
COVID SEATING LAYOUT
6' SOCIAL DISTANCE

TRC 122 CAPACITY
NORMAL 52
COVID 12
*LIMITED TO 25 PEOPLE

COURTYARD C121B

TEACHING STATION
TEACHING AREA

DRAWN BY: N. HUETTL
July 2020
TRAFTON CENTER C123
COVID SEATING LAYOUT
6' SOCIAL DISTANCE

TRC 123 CAPACITY
NORMAL 60
COVID 12
*LIMITED TO 25 PEOPLE

DRAWN BY: N. HUETTL  July 2020

SCALE  FEET
0  8'
TRAFTON CENTER C124
COVID SEATING LAYOUT
6' SOCIAL DISTANCE

TRC 124 CAPACITY
NORMAL 145
COVID 27*
*LIMITED TO 25 PEOPLE

DRAWN BY: N. HUETTL  July 2020
TRAFTON CENTER 311
COVID SEATING LAYOUT
6' SOCIAL DISTANCE

TRC 311 CAPACITY
NORMAL 40
COVID 12
*LIMITED TO 25 PEOPLE

DRAWN BY: N. HUETTL
July 2020
TRAFTON CENTER 314
COVID SEATING LAYOUT
6’ SOCIAL DISTANCE

TRC 314 CAPACITY
NORMAL 26
COVID 8
*LIMITED TO 25 PEOPLE

DRAWN BY: N. HUETTL
July 2020
TRAFTON CENTER 317
COVID SEATING LAYOUT
6' SOCIAL DISTANCE

TRC 317 CAPACITY
NORMAL  88
COVID    16
*LIMITED TO 25 PEOPLE

DRAWN BY:  N. HUETTL  July 2020
TRE 224 CAPACITY
NORMAL  55
COVID      14
*LIMITED TO 25 PEOPLE

TRAFTON EAST 224
COVID SEATING LAYOUT
6' SOCIAL DISTANCE

DRAWN BY:  N. HUETTL    July 2020
TRE 225 CAPACITY
NORMAL  98
COVID   18
*LIMITED TO 25 PEOPLE
TRN 362C CAPACITY
NORMAL 25
COVID 8
*LIMITED TO 25 PEOPLE

TRAFTON NORTH 362C
COVID SEATING LAYOUT
6' SOCIAL DISTANCE

DRAWN BY: N. HUETTL July 2020
TEACHING STATION

TRN 363 CAPACITY
NORMAL 28
COVID 7
*LIMITED TO 25 PEOPLE

DRAWN BY: N. HUETTL

TRAFTON NORTH 363 (1)
COVID SEATING LAYOUT
6' SOCIAL DISTANCE
TRN 363 CAPACITY
NORMAL  28
COVID   9
*LIMITED TO 25 PEOPLE

TRAFTON NORTH 363 (2)
COVID SEATING LAYOUT
6' SOCIAL DISTANCE

DRAWN BY:  N. HUETTL
July 2020
TRAFTON NORTH 372
COVID SEATING LAYOUT
6' SOCIAL DISTANCE

TRN 372 CAPACITY
NORMAL  42
COVID    14
*LIMITED TO 25 PEOPLE

DRAWN BY:  N. HUETTL
July 2020

SCALE
0 8'
FEET
TRAFTON SOUTH 352
COVID SEATING LAYOUT
6' SOCIAL DISTANCE

TRS 352 CAPACITY
NORMAL  49
COVID   17
*LIMITED TO 25 PEOPLE

DRAWN BY: N. HUETTL
July 2020

SCALE  FEET
0  8'
WC B115 CAPACITY
NORMAL 24
COVID 10*
*LIMITED TO 25 PEOPLE
WC B123 CAPACITY
NORMAL  64
COVID    28*
*LIMITED TO 25 PEOPLE

6' SOCIAL DISTANCE

July 2020

DRAWN BY: N. HUETTL
CLASSROOM B124

WC B124 CAPACITY
NORMAL 48
COVID 24
*LIMITED TO 25 PEOPLE

WIECKING CENTER B124
COVID SEATING LAYOUT
6' SOCIAL DISTANCE

DRAWN BY: N. HUETTL  July 2020
STORAGE CLOSETS

CLASSROOM 322

WOMEN 360

UPWARD BOUND

CLASSROOM 321

319

320

325B 325C

WC 321 CAPACITY
NORMAL 28
COVID 11
*LIMITED TO 25 PEOPLE

WIECKING CENTER 321
COVID SEATING LAYOUT
6' SOCIAL DISTANCE

DRAWN BY: N. HUETTL July 2020
CLASSROOM
351

CLASSROOM
352

TEACHING AREA

WC 351 CAPACITY
NORMAL  55
COVID    22
*LIMITED TO 25 PEOPLE

WIECKING CENTER 351
COVID SEATING LAYOUT
6' SOCIAL DISTANCE

DRAWN BY:  N. HUETTL  July 2020
CLASSROOM 353

CLASSROOM 352

CLASSROOM 351

WOMEN

104A

WC 32 CAPACITY
NORMAL 24
COVID 15
*LIMITED TO 25 PEOPLE

TEACHING AREA

NIELUZU DEMOLISH

WC COVID Seating Layout
6' SOCIAL DISTANCE

DRAWN BY: N. HUETTL

PLANNING & CONSTRUCTION

MINNESOTA STATE UNIVERSITY

WIECKING CENTER 352

7/17/2020 3:17 PM

C:/Users/rp4309pc/MNSCU/Planning And Construction - Projects\Campus\2020 COVID Spaces\WC COVID Seating.dwg
CLASSROOM 353

WC 353 CAPACITY
NORMAL 38
COVID 17
*LIMITED TO 25 PEOPLE

CLASSROOM 352

WIECKING CENTER 353
COVID SEATING LAYOUT
6' SOCIAL DISTANCE

DRAWN BY: N. HUETTL
July 2020

MINNESOTA STATE UNIVERSITY MANKATO
PLANNING & CONSTRUCTION

SCALE 0 8' FEET
CLASSROOM

TEACHING STATION

TEACHING AREA

FACILITIES SERVICES

WC 357 CAPACITY
NORMAL 57
COVID 24
*LIMITED TO 25 PEOPLE

WC 357 COVID SEATING LAYOUT
6' SOCIAL DISTANCE

DRAWN BY: N. HUETTL

MINNESOTA STATE UNIVERSITY
PLANNING & CONSTRUCTION

WIECKING CENTER 357

SCALE 0 8'
FEET
WISSINK HALL 115
COVID SEATING LAYOUT
6' SOCIAL DISTANCE

WH 115 CAPACITY
NORMAL 25
COVID 12
*LIMITED TO 25 PEOPLE

DRAWN BY: N. HUETTL
July 2020
WH 116 CAPACITY
NORMAL 29
COVID 10
*LIMITED TO 25 PEOPLE

WISSINK HALL 116
COVID SEATING LAYOUT
6' SOCIAL DISTANCE

DRAWN BY: N. HUETTL  July 2020
WH 117 CAPACITY
NORMAL 14
COVID 6
*LIMITED TO 25 PEOPLE

WISSINK HALL 117
COVID SEATING LAYOUT
6' SOCIAL DISTANCE

DRAWN BY: N. HUETTL
July 2020
WH 1

WH 118 CAPACITY
NORMAL 37
COVID 16
*LIMITED TO 25 PEOPLE

DRAWN BY: N. HUETTL

MINNESOTA STATE UNIVERSITY
PLANNING & CONSTRUCTION

C:\Users\rp4309pc\MNSCU\Planning And Construction - Projects\Campus\2020 COVID Spaces\TR-WH COVID Seating.dwg, 7/17/2020 3:18 PM
WH 119 Capacity
NORMAL: 30
COVID: 10
*LIMITED TO 25 PEOPLE

C: \Users\rp4309pc\MNSCU\Planning And Construction - Projects\Campus\2020 COVID Spaces\TR-WH COVID Seating.dwg, 7/17/2020 3:18 PM
WH 125 CAPACITY
NORMAL  25
COVID    12
*LIMITED TO 25 PEOPLE

DRAWN BY: N. HUETTL
July 2020

C:\Users\rp4309pc\MNSCU\Planning And Construction - Projects\Campus\2020 COVID Spaces\TR-WH COVID Seating.dwg, 7/17/2020 3:18 PM
WH 283

Capacity

Normal: 30
COVID: 10

*Limited to 25 people

6' Social Distance

July 2020
WH 284 CAPACITY
NORMAL 35
COVID 13
*LIMITED TO 25 PEOPLE

WISSINK HALL 284
COVID SEATING LAYOUT
6' SOCIAL DISTANCE

DRAWN BY: N. HUETTL
July 2020
WISSINK HALL 284A
COVID SEATING LAYOUT
6' SOCIAL DISTANCE

WH 284A CAPACITY
NORMAL 35
COVID 8
*LIMITED TO 25 PEOPLE
WISSINK HALL 285
COVID SEATING LAYOUT
6' SOCIAL DISTANCE

WH 285 CAPACITY
NORMAL xx
COVID 14
*LIMITED TO 25 PEOPLE

DRAWN BY: N. HUETTL
PLANNING & CONSTRUCTION
MINNESOTA STATE UNIVERSITY
MANKATO

C: \Users\rp4309pc\MNSCU\Planning And Construction - Projects\Campus\2020 COVID Spaces\TR-WH COVID Seating.dwg, 7/17/2020 3:18 PM
WH 285A CAPACITY
NORMAL  xx
COVID    7
*LIMITED TO 25 PEOPLE*
WH 286 CAPACITY
NORMAL 24
COVID 8
*LIMITED TO 25 PEOPLE

TEACHING AREA
TEACHING STATION

DRAWN BY: N. HUETTL
PLANNING & CONSTRUCTION

MINNESOTA STATE UNIVERSITY
MANKATO

SCALE FEET

0 8'

C:\Users\rp4309pc\MNSCU\Planning And Construction - Projects\Campus\2020 COVID Spaces\TR-WH COVID Seating.dwg, 7/17/2020 3:18 PM

PLANNING & CONSTRUCTION

WISSINK HALL 286
COVID SEATING LAYOUT
6' SOCIAL DISTANCE

DRAWN BY: N. HUETTL
July 2020
WH 286A CAPACITY
NORMAL 31
COVID 14
*LIMITED TO 25 PEOPLE

5
285B

288A

287

200E
25

5A

25
285B  287

288A

288

268  269

267  266

265  264

WH 288 CAPACITY
NORMAL  36
COVID  12
*LIMITED TO 25 PEOPLE

DRAWN BY:  N. HUETTL

PLANNING & CONSTRUCTION

MINNESOTA STATE
UNIVERSITY
MANKATO

WISSINK HALL 288
COVID SEATING LAYOUT
6' SOCIAL DISTANCE

SCALE  FEET

0  8’

C:\Users\rp4309pc\MNSCU\Planning And Construction - Projects\Campus\2020 COVID Spaces\TR-WH COVID Seating.dwg, 7/17/2020 3:18 PM

July 2020
TEACHING STATION

WH 288A CAPACITY
NORMAL  36
COVID   15
*LIMITED TO 25 PEOPLE

251

252

255

260

26

285A

285B

287

288A

288

200S

25

9

SCALE

FEET

N

MINNESOTA STATE UNIVERSITY
MANKATO
PLANNING & CONSTRUCTION

WISSINK HALL 288A
COVID SEATING LAYOUT
6' SOCIAL DISTANCE

DRAWN BY: N. HUETTL
July 2020

C:\Users\rp4309pc\MNSCU\Planning And Construction - Projects\Campus\2020 COVID Spaces\TR-WH COVID Seating.dwg, 7/17/2020 3:19 PM
WH 378 CAPACITY
NORMAL 12
COVID 6
*LIMITED TO 25 PEOPLE

WISSINK HALL 378
COVID SEATING LAYOUT
6' SOCIAL DISTANCE

DRAWN BY: N. HUETTL
July 2020
TEACHING STATION

TEACHING AREA

WH 379  CAPACITY
NORMAL  80
COVID  40*
*LIMITED TO 25 PEOPLE

DRAWN BY:  N. HUETTL

WISSINK HALL 379
COVID SEATING LAYOUT
6' SOCIAL DISTANCE

MINNESOTA STATE UNIVERSITY
MANKATO
PLANNING & CONSTRUCTION

SCALE 10' FEET

C:\Users\rp4309pc\MNSCU\Planning And Construction - Projects\Campus\2020 COVID Spaces\TR-WH COVID Seating.dwg, 7/17/2020 3:19 PM
TEACHING AREA

FR 512 CAPACITY
NORMAL 12
COVID 7
*LIMITED TO 25 PEOPLE

DRAWN BY: N. HUETTL

PLANNING & CONSTRUCTION

MINNESOTA STATE UNIVERSITY
MANKATO

7700 FRANCE 512
COVID SEATING LAYOUT
6' SOCIAL DISTANCE

C:\Users\rp4309pc\MNSCU\Planning And Construction - Projects\Campus\2020 COVID Spaces\FR COVID Seating.dwg, 7/17/2020 3:19 PM

DRAWN BY: N. HUETTL  July 2020
TEACHING STATION

FR 513 CAPACITY
NORMAL 12
COVID 4
*LIMITED TO 25 PEOPLE

DRAWN BY: N. HUETTL

7700 FRANCE 513
COVID SEATING LAYOUT
6' SOCIAL DISTANCE

MINNESOTA STATE UNIVERSITY
MANKATO
PLANNING & CONSTRUCTION

DRAWN BY: N. HUETTL  July 2020
FR 514 CAPACITY
NORMAL 18
COVID 7
*LIMITED TO 25 PEOPLE
TEACHING STATION
FR 515A/B CAPACITY
NORMAL 36
COVID 20
*LIMITED TO 25 PEOPLE

DRAWN BY: N. HUETTL
7700 FRANCE 515A/B
COVID SEATING LAYOUT
6' SOCIAL DISTANCE

N

MINNESOTA STATE UNIVERSITY
MANKATO
PLANNING & CONSTRUCTION

7700 FRANCE 515A/B
COVID SEATING LAYOUT
6' SOCIAL DISTANCE

DRAWN BY: N. HUETTL  July 2020

C:\Users\rp4309pc\MNSCU\Planning And Construction - Projects\Campus\2020 COVID Spaces\FR COVID Seating.dwg, 7/17/2020 3:19 PM
TEACHING STATION

FR 517 CAPACITY
NORMAL 30
COVID 10
*LIMITED TO 25 PEOPLE

DRAWN BY: N. HUETTL

7700 FRANCE 517
COVID SEATING LAYOUT
6' SOCIAL DISTANCE
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TEACHING STATION

FR 518 CAPACITY
NORMAL 30
COVID 12
*LIMITED TO 25 PEOPLE

DRAWN BY: N. HUETTL

7700 FRANCE 517
COVID SEATING LAYOUT
6' SOCIAL DISTANCE

PLANNING & CONSTRUCTION

C:\Users\rp4309pc\MNSCU\Planning And Construction - Projects\Campus\2020 COVID Spaces\FR COVID Seating.dwg, 7/17/2020 3:19 PM
FR 519 CAPACITY
NORMAL  36
COVID   12
*LIMITED TO 25 PEOPLE

7700 FRANCE 519
COVID SEATING LAYOUT
6' SOCIAL DISTANCE

DRAWN BY: N. HUETTL  July 2020
TEACHING AREA

FR 521 CAPACITY
NORMAL 18
COVID 7
*LIMITED TO 25 PEOPLE

DRAWN BY: N. HUETTL

7700 FRANCE 521
COVID SEATING LAYOUT
6’ SOCIAL DISTANCE

July 2020
TEACHING AREA

FR 523 CAPACITY
NORMAL 6
COVID 3
*LIMITED TO 25 PEOPLE

DRAWN BY: N. HUETTL

7700 FRANCE 523
COVID SEATING LAYOUT
6' SOCIAL DISTANCE

C:\Users\rp4309pc\MNSCU\Planning And Construction - Projects\Campus\2020 COVID Spaces\FR COVID Seating.dwg, 7/17/2020 3:20 PM
FR 531 CAPACITY
NORMAL 24
COVID 16
*LIMITED TO 25 PEOPLE

7700 FRANCE 531
COVID SEATING LAYOUT
6' SOCIAL DISTANCE

DRAWN BY: N. HUETTL  July 2020